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 Quarter Topic Report 2013  

WFWA Fort Wayne, IN 

Combined Local/National Programming 

October 1st – December 31st 

The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by WFWA, Fort 

Wayne, Indiana along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for 

the period stated above. The listing is by no means exhaustive. The order in which the 

listings appear does not reflect any priority or significance. 

 

American History 

Series Title:    Pioneers of Television 

Episode Title:   Superheroes 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/15/2013 9:00:00 AM 

Segment Length: 51:10 

 

“Superheroes” crosses many eras: “Superman” in the 1950s, 

“Batman” in the ’60s, “Wonder Woman” and “The Incredible Hulk” 

in the ’70s and “The Greatest American Hero” in the ’80s. The 

episode features in-depth interviews with Adam West, Burt Ward, 

Julie Newmar, Lynda Carter, Lou Ferrigno, William Katt and 

others. It also includes comments from Robert Culp, about his 

show “The Greatest American Hero,” recorded just days before he 

passed away. 

 

Series Title:    JFK: American Experience 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         11/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 



Follow JFK’s rise to power from his birth to his election as 

president in 1960 — the youngest man ever to be elected to the 

office. With illuminating interviews from family members 

including sister Jean Kennedy Smith, niece Kathleen Kennedy 

Townsend, historian Robert Dallek and author Robert Caro, this 

episode offers new insight into Kennedy’s early years, from his 

transformation from a sickly youth to Washington’s most eligible 

bachelor to the nation’s president. 

 

 

 

Arts/Culture 

Series Title: IPFW Holiday Concert Live 

Air Date: December 9
th
 @ 7:30pm   90 min 

This LIVE program features holiday music performed by various 

art ensembles from the IPFW campus. (produced locally) 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:05:34 

Rita Moreno reflects on life as an entertainer, stereotype roles 

in Hollywood: Rita Moreno is one of only a few entertainers to 

win an Emmy, Grammy, Tony and an Oscar -- and the only Latino 

American to hold that honor. In a new self-titled memoir, Moreno 

describes finding her place in show business. She sits down with 

Ray Suarez to discuss the continuing struggle for minorities to 

land significant roles 

 

Series Title:    Superheroes: A Never-Ending Battle 

Length:          180 minutes 



Airdate:         10/15/2013 8:00:00 PM   3 hours 

Episode 101: During the Depression, the popularity of dozens of 

superhero characters opens the door for a new generation of 

artists and writers. World War II creates a patriotic fervor for 

star-spangled adventurers to represent the American spirit at 

war and on the home front, but in the 1950s, superheroes are 

caught in the fire of government scrutiny and regulation. When 

the thrilling “Adventures of Superman” is broadcast on the new 

medium of television, America’s first and greatest superhero 

leads the entire comic book industry to renewed strength. 

Episode 102: In the 1960s, a new breed of superhero emerges in 

pages of Marvel Comics, inspired by the age of atomic energy and 

space travel and, in turn, inspiring the pop culture and pop 

artists of the time. Spider-Man, the Hulk and others are the 

first to have “problems” with which an adult audience can 

identify, and contemporary social issues make their way into 

comic books. Black powerhouses such as the Black Panther and 

Luke Cage appear on the scene, and the pages of “Green 

Lantern/Green Arrow” explode with relevant storylines as comic 

books are forced to confront the reality of an increasingly 

complex world.  

Episode 103: Superheroes are enthusiastically embraced in all 

forms of media and by all demographics, beginning with the 

historic Superman movie featuring Christopher Reeve as the Man 

of Steel. In 1986, Batman is overhauled as The Dark Knight to 

reflect the nocturnal underside of his character, and Watchmen 

brings new sophistication to comic book narratives, illuminating 

a violent and politicized world. In the new millennium, 

superheroes have taken over popular culture with feature films, 

television shows and video games complementing a new generation 

of web-based comics that bring superhero adventures to every 

corner of the world. 

 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   Don't Stop Believin': Everyman's Journey 



Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         10/2/2013 4:00:00 AM   90 min 

 

For Arnel Pineda, the past five years have been the stuff of 

dreams.  Neal Schon, guitarist for the iconic rock band Journey, 

saw a YouTube video of the aspiring Filipino singer and flew him 

to San Francisco to audition for the band. The rest is history. 

But Pineda’s personal journey had just begun. He wasn’t prepared 

for the grueling physical and emotional strains that come with 

fronting a rock band on a whirlwind world tour. Can a man who 

has overcome many obstacles — orphaned at 12, living on the 

streets, no music training — deal with the demands of his 

newfound fame? By Ramona Diaz. 

 

Series Title:    Carol Burnett: The Mark Twain Prize 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         11/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Carol Burnett — comedic icon and all-around performing legend — 

is the guest of honor when, for the 16th year, the comedy world 

convenes in Washington, DC, to toast this year’s recipient of 

the Kennedy Center’s Mark Twain Prize for American Humor. The 

all-star cast includes Julie Andrews, Lucie Arnaz, Tony Bennett, 

Tim Conway, Tina Fey, Rashida Jones, Vicki Lawrence, Amy 

Poehler, Maya Rudolph, Martin Short and Rosemary Watson. The 

program features comedic highlights from Burnett’s half-century 

in show business. 

 

Series Title:    Craft in America 

Episode Title:   Holiday 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/20/2013 9:00:00 PM 



“Holiday” celebrates some of our most important traditions. 

Nordic folk woodcarver Harley Refsal brings to life the rich 

history of winter solstice. Clay artist Susan Garson creates 

fanciful Chanukah menorahs. George Vanderbilt’s opulent turn-of-

the-century Christmas is recreated at the Biltmore in Asheville, 

North Carolina. Daring chefs make lavish gingerbread houses for 

the competition at Grove Park Inn. Navidad is celebrated in San 

Antonio with religious processions, tamales and Kathleen 

Trenchard’s sparkling luminarias. Garcia Art Glass makes 

colorful ornaments, and Veronica Castillo creates a traditional 

Mexican Tree of Life. 

 

Series Title:    American Masters 

Episode Title:   Marvin Hamlisch: What He Did For Love 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         12/27/2013 9:00:00 PM 

By age 31, Marvin Hamlisch (1944-2012) had won four Grammys, an 

Emmy, three Oscars, a Tony and a Pulitzer Prize, making him one 

of only 2 PEGOT winners ever. Hit after hit — “The Way We Were,” 

“Nobody Does It Better” and scores for The Sting, Sophie’s 

Choice and the Broadway juggernaut A Chorus Line — made him the 

go-to composer and performer for film, Broadway, every U.S. 

president since Reagan and concert halls worldwide. A child 

prodigy accepted at Juilliard at age six, he defied classical 

expectations to create his own music. When his unprecedented 

streak ended, Hamlisch fell into a self-described “period of 

suffocating despair” before rebounding to find true love worthy 

of a Broadway musical and renewed passion for creation. With 

exclusive access to Hamlisch’s personal archival treasure trove, 

new interviews with A-list collaborators from Barbra Streisand 

to Steven Soderbergh and complete cooperation from his family, 

this documentary tells a deeply personal, insider story of one 

of the great artists of our time. 

 

 



Economy/Industry/Business 

Series Title:    Frontline | League of Denial: The NFL's 

Concussion Crisis 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         10/8/2013 9:00:00 PM   60 min 

 

The National Football League, a multibillion-dollar commercial 

juggernaut, presides over America's indisputable national 

pastime. But the NFL is under assault as thousands of former 

players and a host of scientists claim the league has covered up 

how football inflicted long-term brain injuries on many players. 

In this special investigation, FRONTLINE and prize-winning 

journalists Steve Fainaru and Mark Fainaru-Wada of ESPN reveal 

the hidden story of the NFL and brain injuries, drawn from their 

forthcoming book League of Denial: The NFL, Concussions and the 

Battle for Truth (Crown Archetype, October 2013). What did the 

NFL know and when did it know it? What's the truth about the 

risks to players? What can be done? The FRONTLINE investigation 

details how, for years, the league denied and worked to refute 

scientific evidence that the violent collisions at the heart of 

the game are linked to an alarming incidence of early onset 

dementia, catastrophic brain damage, death, and other 

devastating consequences for some of football's all-time greats. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:03:42 

News Wrap: Nobel economics honors awarded to three Americans: In 

our news wrap Monday, three Americans -- Lars Peter Hansen, 

Eugene Fama and Robert Shiller -- will share the Nobel Prize for 

Economics for their work in explaining how stocks, bonds and 

housing values change over time. Also, al-Qaida leader Abu Anas 



al-Libi has been transported to New York to stand trial on 

terrorism charges. 

 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/11/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:24:50 

The political and economic consequences of the government 

shutdown and the impact should the U.S. default; Janet Yellen to 

lead the Federal Reserve; and SCOTUS takes on the campaign 

finance law. Joining Gwen: Alexis Simendinger, Real Clear 

Politics; Greg Ip, The Economist; Jim Tankersley, Washington 

Post; Joan Biskupic, Reuters. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:05:39 

Bubble in the making? How the stock market might not reflect the 

current economy: At the New York Stock Exchange, the Dow ended 

above 16,000, another record high. Meanwhile, companies continue 

to report healthy profits. And yet the recovery is weak and 

unemployment is high. Economics correspondent Paul Solman looks 

for answers and asks whether the Federal Reserve's stimulus has 

had the impact it intended. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:07:34 



Will JPMorgan's record settlement set incentive for better bank 

behavior? JP Morgan Chase agreed to pay a record $13 billion in 

fines and compensation to investors and struggling homeowners. 

The nation's largest bank admitted it misrepresented mortgage-

backed securities that collapsed in 2008. Gwen Ifill gets 

reaction from Lynn Stout of Cornell University and banking 

consultant Bert Ely. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:35 

Should doctors be paid by pharmaceutical companies to promote 

their drugs? GlaxoSmithKline has announced it will no longer pay 

doctors to promote its drugs, nor reward sales representatives 

based on how many prescriptions doctors write. Judy Woodruff 

gets views on the business and ethical issues at play from Dr. 

Jerry Avorn and Dr. Thomas Stossel, both of Harvard Medical 

School. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:12:37 

Federal Reserve announces pull back on stimulus as Bernanke 

nears end of tenure: The Federal Reserve announced it will begin 

to reduce its purchase of bonds and mortgage-backed securities 

in January. Judy Woodruff gets reaction to the Fed's decision 

from David Wessel of The Wall Street Journal, John Taylor of 

Stanford University and Adam Posen of the Peterson Institute for 

International Economics. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Environmental Issues 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   My Life as a Turkey 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/27/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Based on the true story of writer and naturalist Joe Hutto, 

portrayed by wildlife photographer Jeff Palmer, this film 

chronicles Hutto’s remarkable experience of imprinting wild 

turkey eggs and raising the hatchlings to adulthood. Deep in the 

wilds of Florida, Hutto spent each day out and about as a “wild 

turkey” with his family of chicks — until the day came when he 

had to let his children grow up and go off on their own. As it 

turned out, this was harder than he ever imagined. Hutto’s story 

also became a book, "Illumination in the Flatlands." 

 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   The Private Life of Deer 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/27/2013 10:00:00 PM 

From coast to coast, some 30 million white-tailed deer make 

their home in the United States.  Deer are the most highly 

studied mammals in the world, but does the typical homeowner 

with deer in the yard know how long deer can live? When they 

sleep? How many babies a doe can have each year? Enter the 

hidden world of white-tailed deer outfitted with night-vision 

cameras and GPS tracking equipment to see them not as common 

backyard creatures, but as intelligent, affectionate family 

members. 



 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   At the Edge of Space 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/20/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Between the blue sky above us and the infinite blackness of 

space lies a frontier full of enigmas that scientists have only 

just begun to investigate. “At the Edge of Space” takes viewers 

on a spectacular exploration to probe the earth-space boundary 

zone, home to some of nature’s most puzzling and alluring 

phenomena: the shimmering aurora, streaking meteors, and 

fleeting flashes that shoot upwards from thunderclouds, known as 

sprites. Discovered in 1989, sprites have eluded capture because 

they flicker into existence for a mere split-second — 40 times 

faster than an eye blink. NOVA rides with scientists in a high-

flying weather observation plane as they hunt for sprites and 

finally succeed in snaring them in 3D video, gaining vital clues 

to unravel their mystery. NOVA also combines advanced video 

technology with stunning sequences shot from the International 

Space Station. 

 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Cold Warriors: Wolves and Buffalo 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

For thousands of years, wolves hunted buffalo across the vast 

North American plains until the westward settlement of the 

continent saw the virtual extinction of these vast herds and 

their eternal predators, the wolves. However, this ancient 

relationship was not lost altogether and continues uninterrupted 

in just one location -- on the northern edge of the continent’s 

central plains in a place named Wood Buffalo National Park. 

Today the ancestors of those ancient buffalo and wolves still 



engage in epic life and death dramas across this northern land. 

Packs of wolves up to 30 strong hunt the largest land mammals on 

the continent -- buffalo.  By getting to know a specific pack of 

wolves and the individuals that make up the pack, we get a sense 

of how these two animal species (wolves and buffalo) live 

together in what seems like a forgotten corner of the world. 

 

 

 

General Health 

Series Title: HealthLine (Locally Produced) 

Air Date: October 8
th
 2013 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

PBS39 invites viewers to call in with their questions for local experts. 

This week’s topic: Women’s Health 

Guest: Robin Mills MD 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:05 

Opening day of insurance exchanges overwhelmed by online rush: 

Americans eager to explore or sign up on the new online 

insurance exchanges were confronted with technical glitches due 

to the rush of traffic on the website. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Julie Rovner of NPR and Louise Radnofsky of The Wall Street 

Journal about who was shopping for health care coverage on day 

one of the program. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 



Airdate:         10/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:05:50 

High volume, complex software led to troubled launch of 

insurance exchanges: Software bugs and system "bottlenecks" have 

plagued the new health insurance exchanges since their online 

launch. Will the site be able to handle the high volume of 

traffic? Ray Suarez talks to Craig Timberg of The Washington 

Post about the outlook for solving the site's problems. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/28/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:10:15 

What role should the government play in the health care of its 

citizens? The ACA roll-out has raised questions on where the 

government should draw the line in the personal welfare of its 

citizens. How does the new health care law complicate the ideas 

of individual rights and collective responsibilities? Jeffrey 

Brown talks to Jacob Hacker of Yale University and Avik Roy of 

the Manhattan Institute. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/31/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:10:02 

Maine’s prescription for drug savings: Go foreign:  Maine 

employers and consumers say that importing prescriptions from 

foreign mail-order pharmacies saves them a lot of money, so 

legislators passed a law legalizing imports. The drug industry 

and the state's pharmacists say imports can be dangerous, while 



supporters say the drugs are identical. Now, a federal court 

will decide. 

 

 

Legislative Issues/Local Government/General Local 

Interest 

Series Title: Primetime39 (Locally Produced) 

Topic: State Health Insurance Assistance 

Guests: Fred Taube 

Air Date: November 29
th
 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

 

Series Title: Indiana Week In Review 

Air Date: December 22
nd
 2013 @ 12:30pm   30 min 

Hoosiers "in the know" are getting their answers from the show that does 

the talking: Indiana Week In Review. You may watch for the news, but 

you'll stay for the no-holds-barred debate and discussion. A look at 

issues facing Indiana from differing viewpoints makes for an entertaining, 

lively and informative half-hour. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:47 

Bankrupt Detroit considers putting a price on its priceless art 

collection: The masterpieces housed at the Detroit Institute of 

the Arts have been valued in the hundreds of millions of 

dollars. While the collection is a major source of civic pride, 

it could soon be tapped as an essential source of income to help 

pay Detroit's debts. Jeffrey Brown talks to Mark Stryker of the 

Detroit Free Press. 

 



 

 

 

National Politics with Local Interest 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/10/2013 12:00:00 AM 

Segment Length:  00:05:41 

A conversation with Christina Romer, former chair of President 

Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers, on nominee Janet Yellen's 

potential impact as head of the Federal Reserve. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         10/5/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:03:03 

Obama and Boehner escalate war of words: The Wall Street 

Journal’s Janet Hook talks with Hari Sreenivasan about the 

increasingly contentious war of words between President Obama 

and Speaker Boehner. Hooks says that the unanimous vote on 

federal worker pay relieves pressure on Congress only briefly, 

as the debt ceiling deadline looms. 

 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:10:01 



Tax credit helps end one family's search for health insurance: 

The Montez family of Colorado has been living without insurance, 

forcing them to avoid care and pay for medical expenses out of 

pocket. But now they are able to afford a health care plan under 

the Affordable Care Act. Julie Rovner of NPR joins Judy Woodruff 

to explain how tax subsidies are helping families get coverage. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:02:45 

Government security breach by Anonymous - scope unknown: Joseph 

Menn of Reuters reports on the story he helped break about how 

activist hackers linked to the collective known as Anonymous 

have secretly accessed U.S. government computers in multiple 

agencies and stolen sensitive information. Menn says the 

campaign began almost a year ago and its scope is not yet known. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:48 

Would new NSA oversight recommendations adversely slow down 

intelligence? A review group appointed by the White House to 

assess the NSA's data-gathering practices is calling for new 

rules. Michael Leiter, former director of the National 

Counterterrorism Center, and Kate Martin, director of the Center 

for National Security Studies, discuss their views on the 

recommendations with Jeffrey Brown. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 



Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:13:20 

How have surveillance practices impacted cyber security agenda, 

private sector? To review what we've learned about the National 

Security Agency's spying practices -- and the ramifications of 

those revelations -- since leaks began in the summer, Judy 

Woodruff consults James Bamford, author of "The Shadow Factory," 

retired Gen. Michael Hayden, former director of the NSA, and 

Dmitri Alperovitch of CrowdStrike. 

 

 

Mental Health 

Series Title: Matters of the Mind (Locally Produced) 

Air Date: November 11
th
 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

Psychiatrist Jay Fawver answers viewer calls about mental health issues 

 

 

Local History 

Series Title: Fort Wayne Home for the Holidays 

Air Date: December 3
rd
 @ 8:00pm   60 min 

TV39 looks at the memories, traditions and celebrations in this very 

special one hour documentary that recalls holidays-past in Fort Wayne. 

 

 

Science and Technology 

Series Title: Frontline 

Episode Title: Inside Japan's Nuclear Meltdown 



Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/1/2013 10:00:00 PM 

 

FRONTLINE continues its investigation of nuclear safety with an 

unprecedented account of the crisis inside the Fukushima Dai-

ichi nuclear complex after a devastating earthquake and tsunami 

struck Japan on March 11, 2011. With exclusive eye-witness 

testimony from key figures in the drama--including the Japanese 

Prime Minister and senior executives at the power company Tepco-

-FRONTLINE tells the story of the workers struggling frantically 

to reconnect power inside the plant's pitch-dark and highly 

radioactive reactor buildings; the nuclear experts and officials 

in the Prime Minister's office fighting to get information as 

the crisis spiraled out of control; and the plant manager who 

disobeyed his executives' orders when he thought it would save 

the lives of his workers.  The story profiles the Japanese 

soldiers and firefighters drafted to cool the reactors, who were 

wounded when the reactor housings exploded; and the families 

living near the nuclear plant, who unknowingly fled in the same 

direction as the radioactive plume, exposing themselves to 

dangerously high radiation levels. 

 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Megastorm Aftermath 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

In October 2012, superstorm Sandy cut a path of devastation 

across the Caribbean and the East Coast, killing hundreds and 

doing tens of billions of dollars in damage. To many, it was a 

wake-up call. Now, one year after Sandy's deadly strike, NOVA 

follow up on the 2012 film Inside the Megastorm with a fresh 

investigation of the critical questions raised by this historic 

storm: Was Hurricane Sandy a freak combination of weather 

systems? Or are hurricanes increasing in intensity due to a 



changing climate? What can we do to prepare ourselves for the 

next Sandy, and what progress has been made toward making our 

urban infrastructure more resilient? Much of Sandy's wrecking 

power was due to an extreme storm surge that left large swaths 

of New York and New Jersey underwater. And with sea levels on 

the rise, flooding will only become more frequent. NOVA examines 

the role of global warming in driving these rising seas, and 

looks at some of the latest extraordinary engineering employed 

in other areas, as well as what it may take to make cities like 

New York more resilient in the future. 

 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Cold Case JFK 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Fifty years later, what can science tell us about the Kennedy 

assassination — and the investigations that followed? The 1963 

murder, in broad daylight in front of hundreds of witnesses, was 

a homicide investigator’s best-case scenario. Yet somehow the 

JFK assassination became a forensic nightmare, plagued by 

mishandled evidence, a controversial autopsy and, incredibly, a 

prime suspect murdered while in police custody before he could 

be tried — all of it captured on film. Now, NOVA follows a group 

of experts trying to unravel the lingering mysteries of the 

assassination: private investigator Josiah Thompson; gunshot 

wound authority Larry Sturdivan; laser scanning specialist Tony 

Grissim; medical examiner and forensic neuropathologist Peter 

Cummings; and firearms experts Lucien and Mike Haag. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/30/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:22 



GMO seeds grow into big fight on Kauai: Seeds are big business 

in Hawaii, where large biotech companies develop genetically 

modified crops. Megan Thompson reports on a battle being waged 

on the island of Kauai by residents who say growing practices 

like pesticide use are hazardous to public health. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This segment originally aired on the Oct. 20 

edition of NewsHour Weekend. Since our report first aired, the 

Kauai mayor vetoed the pesticide bill.  But the county council 

came back with a vote to override that veto, and the bill is set 

to become law.  Several other Hawaii counties have followed 

Kauai's lead and have also passed or presented similar 

legislation for genetically modified farming and pesticide use. 

 

 

 

Senior/Aging Issues 

Series Title: Senior Spotlight (Locally Produced) 

Air Date: November 27
th
 @ 7:30pm   30 min 

Local experts answer viewer questions on a variety of senior related 

topics. 

This week’s topic: Real Estate 

 

 

 

War/Veterans/National Security 

Series Title: Spirit of Courage: Army Medic 

Air Date: November 17
th
 @ 1:00pm   60 min 

This locally produced program tells the history of and evolution 

of the Army Medic. 

 



Series Title:    Secrets of the Dead 

Episode Title:   The Man Who Saved the World 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/9/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Segment Length: 51:25 

This film explores the dramatic and little-known events that 

unfolded inside a nuclear-armed Soviet submarine during the 

Cuban Missile Crisis. While politicians desperately sought a 

solution to the stand-off, Vasili Arkhipov, an officer aboard 

the submarine, refused to fire a nuclear torpedo, thus averting 

disaster. The program combines tense drama with eyewitness 

accounts and expert testimony about a critical event during the 

Cold War. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/7/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:03:53 

News Wrap: Karzai rules out U.S. security deal, cites 

sovereignty differences: In our news wrap Monday, Afghan 

President Hamid Karzai ruled out a long-term security deal with 

the U.S. until differences over his nation's sovereignty are 

resolved. Also, coordinated explosions rocked Baghdad, killing 

at least 45 people. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         11/21/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:05:15 



News Wrap: Drone strike kills key Haqqani militant leader in 

Pakistan: In our news wrap Thursday, an apparent U.S. drone 

strike in Pakistan killed three top militants, including a key 

leader of the Haqqani network, an Afghan group allied with the 

Taliban. Also, another series of bombings in Iraq killed nearly 

50 people. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:03:24 

News Wrap: Congress passes defense bill with military sexual 

assault provision: In our news wrap Friday, a nearly $633 

billion defense spending bill passed by Congress now awaits 

sign-off from President Obama. The legislation includes a 

provision to curb sexual assaults in the military. Also, Russian 

oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky was freed from prison on a pardon 

after serving 10 years. 

 

 

 

 

Women’s Issues 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:24:50 

Why Democrats decided to exercise the “nuclear option”; a 

tentative deal with the Afghan government over U.S. troops in 

Afghanistan through 2024; the Senate debate over military sexual 

assaults; and JFK’s accomplishments and legacy.  

 



Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:32 

Women suspected of abortion in El Salvador face criminal 

charges, jail time: Since 1997, abortion has been illegal in El 

Salvador with no exceptions for cases of rape, incest or threat 

to the mother’s life. Dozens of women have been prosecuted for 

illegal abortions, in some cases for aggravated homicide. Fred 

de Sam Lazaro reports on the consequences of one of the world's 

most stringent abortion laws. 

 

 

 

Youth/Education 

Series Title: Gene Marcus Piano Competition 

Air Date: October 13
th
 @ 7:00pm   60 minutes 

Regional student piano competition at IPFW campus. Produced 

locally 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         10/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:09:20 

Transforming teens into tomorrow's tech titans - Forty-five New 

York City public high school students are taking big strides 

toward achieving their dreams by learning how to work together 

on creating fully functional, original cell phone apps with 



business plans. John Tulenko of Learning Matters reports on how 

one summer program trains kids to be high-tech entrepreneurs. 

 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         11/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Segment Length:  00:08:49 

The GED gets a makeover: Will it make for better workers? For 

more than 70 years, the General Educational Development exam, or 

the GED, has been an important tool for those who didn't 

complete high school and immigrants looking to make inroads into 

higher education or secure better jobs. On Sunday, we take a 

look at the overhaul to the exam set to take effect in January 

2014. 

 

Series Title:    Extreme By Design 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         12/11/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Stanford students on a life-changing journey create products for 

the poor using a revolutionary method, Design Thinking. They 

open their hearts and brains and, almost magically, their 

products take shape and work. 

 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         12/24/2013 12:00:00 AM 

Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review 

Segment Length:  00:26:36 



Singer-songwriter Kenny Loggins: The hit-making singer-

songwriter discusses his latest ventures, including the “Frosty 

the Snowman” CD and picture book and the Blue Sky Riders band. 

 

 

 


